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Kingpin Wifey Season 3 Episode 2 'The Agreement' Returns with a bang. Stunna is out to finds out
who's responsible for raping his sister Mickey . There are alot of unanswered questions. Q is out on
bail and he wants to prove his innocence to Starr, but is he? Agent Barry Danielsthreatens to
expose Jada and Black's rendezvous if she doesn't go along with his shady plans. Daniels wants to
know when Fresh is returning to Atlanta with more product, so he can confiscate it and put back on
the streets. TeTe wants justice for her sister and Black's murders. The problem is: She doesn't
know who she's getting revenge against. With her own brand of street justice, she's out to kill.
Shamari has just learned that his new Flame Ava is a high class call girl. Will this change the
relationship between them? This latest offering is action packed and will surely have you wanting
more.
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Again I've enjoyed following this crew on their escapades through street life. I can't wait to see what
happens with Kelsey when Stunna wires his sister up. I doubt that Daniels lives much longer. It'll be
interesting to see if Jada skates by. Meeka and Q ought to make for an interesting couple going

forward. (Of course unknown to her sister) Hurry Kevin and don't make me wait long. You really
ought to discuss an HBO show or online streaming of this series with 50.

I so love this series. It gets better and better with each read. K. Elliott is so talented. Look forward to
the next Installment. I hope Q and Starr get back together. I think Jada is doing a bit too much.

I'm enjoying this book but jada ain't right I don't like her anymore and I hope stunna be ok I hope he
had one of those bullet proof vest on . And I hope they find out that jada set shantell up and I hope
that danial gets what's coming to him.I'm ready for the next part

I started reading this book when I got to work this morning and couldn't put it down. I was literally
reading in between clients. Of course K Elliot didn't disappoint. Can't wait for the next installment.

This series keeps getting better and better. I like how the characters are not one dimensional. Their
thought processes and actions aren't predictable. I like that. It keeps me interested in the series. I
like the genuine love that Jada and Shamari has for each other. I'm real curious how these new
people are all connected to everything else that's going on. Keep up the good work, Mr Elliott. By
the way, the ending was scandalous. I can't wait for the next one.

K.Elliott did it again!! I love kingpin wifeys series!!! Everytime they come out I read the new book in a
day or less! Thank you Kevin Elliott!! Never stop writing you have true talent!! I'ma huge fan! Always
leave me wondering what's next! Thank you!!

This series is unbelievable!!!! Nothing but cliff hangers ! K. Elliott you have once again left me
anticipating more!!! I have so many questions that need to be answered! Is Stunna going to survive?
Is Jada going to continue to work for Agent Daniels? Will Tete actually have Daniels killed before he
ruins someone else's life? Is Fresh going to jail? Is Starr ever going to find out who really had Trey
killed? And the biggest question of all: Is Q really going to sleep with Meeka???? I can't wait until
part 3 comes out!!!

He did it again.... left me wanting more!!! Great read, this series never disappoints me. Will Stunna
live? Will Fresh find out Jada set him up? When is the next release, I need my fix. I recommend this
series for anyone who wants to feel like they are connected to the characters and who wants a book

they never want to put down.
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